Blend with SureBlend™ Technology – The Hamilton Beach® Power Blender™ and Power Blender™ Plus are the first personal blenders with a shield for quieter blending. From delicious strawberry banana smoothies to thick protein shakes, puree and blend a variety of foods – including icy drinks like margaritas, milkshakes or even thick green smoothies.

Powerful Blender, Small Foot Print – With 800 watts of power, these blenders have the motor of a full-sized blender, allowing you to do everything from ice crushing to creating delicious smoothies.

Designed to Reduce Noise – The patent pending removable, side hinging, one piece SoundShield™ opens and closes over the 20 oz plastic jar to help reduce noise while blending. The design of the motor, fan and airflow also help reduce noise in the blender base.

One Touch Program – Use the “smoothie” and “green smoothie” intuitive blending controls to quickly make smoothies of the ideal consistency.

Easy Clean – The Hamilton Beach® Power Blender™ and Power Blender Plus™ make clean up easy and convenient. The dishwasher safe jar, blades and shield remove for cleaning. A drinking lid is included for sipping on the go.

DETAILS

Product Name:
Hamilton Beach Power Blender™ (Model 53620)
Hamilton Beach® Power Blender ™ Plus (Model 53625)
MSRP:$39.99, 49.99
Availability: June 2019

Media Contact: Mary Beth Brault I 804-418-8868 I marybeth.brault@hamiltonbeach.com